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We haven’t a clue about water
really
In some distant epoch-to-be our illustrious descendants and their
Hard-won gadgetry will, with probes, play back
Every emotion that rivers ever suckled from Time.
It will be heard
And listened to
As music.
Arias, fugues, reels, rhythm & blues
And then we will know, or surmise,
What we have always known.
And there will come a knowing that
We are water talking about water,
Water singing from the altar
Seeking that knowing, wanting to worship
To be a flow, a wave’s crest, an icicle…melting, tears in our eyes.
And all of our tears will come together
Become a waterfall which we sit beside as salmon ascend
And all of those long days of wringing shall beget joy.

In what you call Marta I wriggled from my egg and waited
For the spring to warm my waters.
I bade my time, and by Bealtine,
I felt the flair that could dart me in and out of my gravels,
Taking a gnat or a bit of last year’s hazelnut.
Lughnasa saw me grow; evading the heron’s beak, I
Sought solace in the bubbled curtain.
Samhain saw me take my last nibbles of the season
And again I waited, now through the frost
Of the long winter’s nights until, with thoughtless patience,
Imbolc brought me renewed sustenance.
With Abrean I felt a stir, and headed down the flow
‘Til I came to the tide, which I’d never seen but
Always sensed. I left these shores and headed away.
Away to the northern seas and their fastness
Which succoured me like no other
Now big and bold, a year and two gone by, I
Heard the call, and sought once more those wave-strewn
Shores, which led me to my river’s mouth, and on;
On, up, toward the tiny stream from which I’d sprung.
And waited more, contemplative, in languid summer pools,
And when, and when the spate drew me on, I uncoiled
My power and leaped the cascade to come home.
Home, in further endless station, sustained only with an
Odd flick of my tail which led me to Nollaig night when
I was moved, and my mate moved with me;
I laid my eggs in the pristine stony nest from whence
I came; to end, and begin; again, my salmoness.
For you the night is cold. For me it is forever.

“Low-anchored cloud, font and source of rivers” uttered Thoreau, and he knew of what he spoke, those majestic mists attending the mountains. But from
whence do the clouds spring? Unending the cycle of the waters, and we are they, and they are we, our rivers:
My river begins as white horses of waves, bursting, top-heavy, far away at sea, and, as the mists swirl they are harvested as clouds, whipped up on high, and
away, Towards the world of land, rising as cumulus, or left higher, perhaps, as wisps of cirrus.
For another day, the gale brings me to your shore, and rising more, I cool, condensing, gathering around the tiniest particle of dust, and swelling until I become
a full drop, and then many drops, and then countlessly we fall. We swirl, and fall, and fall everywhere and upon all.
One droplet lands on the very ridge of the mountain, teetering, not knowing which river to join until neither that way or this ‘til once again the wind blows it
one way and not the other, spilling…We land everywhere and everything we wetten we sample.
First the air through which we plummet, then the granite, or the old red, or the limestone. One finds a fissure in the rock and goes deep, not to emerge for
centuries then to well up and spring; another, finds pines to trickle through, emerging as bitter as the needles.
And while on trees, still another is swallowed whole by an ash’s roots and, transpired, to fall again as rain the following day. And, fallowed, the Earth is glad,
and drinks by the gulp until the grasses and the heathers and the fannane and the myrtle are all sated and awash.
There’s one that’s landed in a cow-pat, whoopee! Ten-thousand more on the road, to take away all your oils and scratched rubber and crisp bags, I sweep
Five hundred ton of silt before me from fields, from building sites, from giddy Malls.
The Catchment cradles me and, joining, I become myriad rivulets converging, cascading, leaping into glad streams I solve and dissolve all, even the hairs of
laughing children and the glum umbrellas of those who think I’m “bad weather”.
Whether streaming wild and free, or straightened and treated as a drain, to suck all humours and tempers from the land, no never stopping but to languish in a
backwater or wetland for some while, to support a swan or other sumptuous grace.
Together we create the solemn river, threading and plumbing valley’s bottom, seeking and offering solace to the wayward trout, the purposeful salmon, the
otter, eel, kingfisher, and the unforgiving beak of the heron.
From here I may end up in your cup of tea, coursed through you (I am you) as pulsing lifeblood, and then you wee, I digress but stay, there is no detour for
water, I only follow the way, through your sewage and may pop up again some day, somewhat tainted, to return to that sacred river.
Indeed, I have brothers and sisters who thoughtlessly wash gravel, cool generating plants, mix with herbicides to kill weeds, dilute slurry-spread fields, spill
from an eye as a tear…I don’t complain; much, as I know you are busy; but if you don’t buffer, I suffer. I suffer.
And when you’ve finally had your say, and I, discharged, to go my way, I do sigh, and maybe Weep, ‘cause as a drop you never sleep, for in the whorl, or in the
eddy, I return again to the Salmon’s gill, and, if I’m suffering, the salmon will, she’ll say “adieu”, and go away.
I calm, and float, in the estuary. Back to the salt, you’re done with me, or nearly; I feel the tide, I mix and roam, currents return me to the foam.
Away to sea, we mix freely, to become the mighty ocean.
And when I’ve mixed and succoured the whale, and known the mussel and the coral and the crab, and welcomed the slop slung over the gunwale, and visited
the deep and surfaced again, I may be chosen to reign/rein/rain again, and river through you, amen, amen.
And where do I begin, and where do I end? Nowhere, everywhere, you put your toe in the stream but I’ve moved on. I am you and you become me, from
misty cloud to raging sea, from tumultuous torrent to storm in your teacup; I have no past…I have no future. Without you.

“Herzliebchen in der Pfalz”
Auf Perlen schäumenden Weines
Herzliebchen trag’ ich dich fort,
Fort zu den Ufern des Rheines,
Dort weiß ich den schönsten Ort.
Dort siehst eine Insel Du ragen
Im hellen Mondenschein,
Die Pfalz die tut sie tragen,
Dort wandern wir dann zu zwei’n. …
Es schwimmen herbei und lauschen
Die Salme, die leckern Gesell’n,...

After the pearly bubbles of the wine
I carry you to the banks of the Rhine,
My darling, there I know of a
beautiful place,
Where in the moonlight you can see,
An island jutting up. We can stroll
in the Pfalz forest together
And watch the salmon swimming by,
This company most delicious.

- Heinrich Heine (1824)

- translated by Rhea Boyden

I am a sacred salmon.
I have lived many moons with people
And I love ‘em to bits.
I don’t even mind if ye eat a few of me
Cuz then ye know me and love me too.
But these days yr all
Unconscious and yr
Polluting my pristine world.
So get yr act together,
Or I’m going to feck off
And go somewhere else.
Io sono un Salmone sacro
Ho vissuto molte lune con la gente
e l’amo a tratti.
Addirittura non mi interessa se mangiate qualcuno dei miei
perché poi mi conoscete a mi amate anche voi.
Ma di questi giorni voi tutti
incoscienti state
inquinando il mio mondo originario.
Così, prendete coscienza delle vostre azioni
Oppure vi mando affan…….
e me ne vado altrove

Salmon adopted me, as theirs,
many moons ago… Buddhists
note that they are unable
to cry out themselves;
I try to lend them a voice.
- Mark Boyden

